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 When editing different formats of the same video at the same time, EDIUS Pro 9 can be used with the standard approach of
sending EDIUS Pro 9 to a video editor on a PC and sharing the final video with the EDIUS Pro 9 authoring system on a Mac.
There is also no longer any need to purchase multiple software licenses, as EDIUS Pro 9 is fully compatible with both Mac OS

X and Windows versions of the EDIUS Pro product. In the EDIUS Pro 9 authoring system, video can be scaled, rotated, or
flipped, and soundtracks can be synchronized in real time with the video. EDIUS Pro 9 comes with 16 built-in transitions, 15

insert effects, and over two dozen edit tools. provides a large number of complementary filters and effects to modify all aspects
of a video including: chroma key, sharpening, levels, frames, transitions, video transitions, aspect ratios, frames, and effects.

They can also be applied to the audio track, and audio effects include echo, delay, and reverb. The plug-in interface allows the
user to easily control all the filters and effects used in the application, by just double-clicking on the desired filter or effect. The
editing environment in EDIUS Pro 9 is designed to be very flexible, where the user can control the timeline using a graphic view
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of all edit windows, all clips, and all tracks. In addition, the user can easily perform functions on individual clips, clips in groups,
and all clips at once using the clip move, copy, edit, and move tools in the timeline. When used with the appropriate video

formats, most of the editing tools available in EDIUS Pro 9 provide native support for the editing of multiple formats, including
SD, HD, and 3D formats. The sophisticated and flexible timeline editing environment of EDIUS Pro 9 provides the ability to

scale any clip, track, or timecode channel. Additionally, advanced cutters provide the user with multiple options, including
rotation, flipping, stretching, and layering. More importantly, EDIUS Pro 9 supports 3D video, and can provide full native

support for other video formats, including HD . is the most widely used program on the Mac for video production, as well as
being used by many other video related products. Version 9.0 of the program included a number of new features and

improvements, including a large number of new filters, transitions, and effects. The V 82157476af
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